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Type of paper proposed
____ Working paper  ____ Working paper symposium*
____ Dialogue session**  ____ Methodology workshop

*For working paper symposiums, please submit individual forms for each paper, but together as a single application. Please indicate in your email that you are proposing a working paper symposium and provide a proposed title for the symposium and a brief description of how the papers tie together.

**For a dialogue session, please submit your proposed session on a single form.

Author Information (please list in order that authors that are listed in the proposal)
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Job title:
Employer:
Highest degree earned:
Field of degree:
Institution highest degree earned:
Current licenses:
E-mail:

Co-author name:
Job title:
Employer:
Highest degree earned:
Current licenses:
E-mail:

Co-author name:
Job title:
Employer:
Highest degree earned:
Current licenses:
E-mail:
Proposal Title (please limit to 75 characters)

Abstract (100 words or less)

Additional Information
My proposal is mostly focused on:

___ Research methods   ___ Theory advancement   ___ Emerging ideas   ___ Reconsideration of ideas

Does your proposal discuss issues relevant to practitioners, clinicians, and/or applied researchers?
___ Yes   ___ No

Please indicate what audiovisual equipment needs you may have beyond a laptop and projector.

Are you a student (prior to receiving a Ph.D.) or new professional (5 or fewer years since Ph.D.)?
___ Student   ___ New Professional   ___ Neither

Do you agree to your proposal being published on the NCFR website prior to the meeting?
___ Yes   ___ No

Declarations

_____ This proposal has been approved by all authors.

_____ I/we have read and agree to all requirements in the Call for Proposals.

_____ I/we agree to register for the TCRM workshop by September 1, 2021.

_____ I/we will read discussant comments prior to TCRM and will be prepared to respond to them.
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Instructions for Submitting a Proposal to TCRM

1. All proposals should be submitted electronically to the co-chairs at tcrm@ncfr.org. Proposals will not be accepted via alternative submission methods.

2. Attach your proposal in the email as a single document (symposium should be submitted as a single file with all proposed papers included) in PDF format consisting of:
   a. This form (including proposed discussants/reviewers);
   b. the full paper, symposium, workshop title, or dialogue session name;
   c. a running page header appropriate to the topic;
   d. A short abstract (no more than 100 words for publicity purposes);
   e. A proposal (no more than 1,750, excluding tables, figures, and references) for peer review; and
   f. 2 to 3 suggestions for discussants.

3. Symposium only: the submission should include proposed title for the symposium and a brief description of how the papers tie together in the body of the email including the proposed papers.

4. Submit by March 22, 2021 at 11:59pm PST.